
Wirelss Mouse Manual 
Firstly.  Wireless Mouse Packing Content  

wireless  mouse  * 1 pcs 

Mini receiver * 1pcs  

Manual * 1 sheet 

Secondly.  First  Using 

1、Open power on key on the bottom( The mouse without Power Key will bright up 
for 2 seconds directly) 

2、Insert the mini receiver into computer USB port 

3、Wireless mouse installation has been finished and need to wait for 5 seconds for 
the first using 

Thirdly.  Mouse Functions Introduction 

1、Cursor movement speed switch 

There are three speeds 800  1200  1600 for switch. Incipient default settting is 1200 
DPI. And you could switch circularly with the front button on the top 
of mouse. 

2、Power on/off function 

It could be power off on the bottom of mouse when it hasnt been used for a long 
time so as to savepower maximal 

3、Arousal function  

If mouse  hasnt been used  for a long time, it will enter dormancy at first 2 minutes. 
When using, you just remove the mouse and it will awake up; If it hasnt been used 
for 5 minutes it will enter deep dormancy and it should be clicked the left or right 
click to awake up. 

Fourthly.  Attention 

1， It will be influenced to use  on the reflect  light or serious rugged surface. 

2， Dont keep the mini receiver and bluetooth receiver closed. 

3， Dont not disassemble the mouse or mini receiver 

4， Please use dry and soft cotton goods to clean mouse 



 

About Wireless Field Illustration 

This product  RF frequency is 2.4Ghz to meet Euro request for radiation 
which wont harm to human . Wireless launching  will generate 
electromagnetic signal . If there are places to use cardiac pacemakers or 
related physical instrument, please use them with caution. 

 

Fifthly.  Technical Specifications 

Wireless carrier band      2411MHz~2471MHz 

Wireless working channel      31Automatic frequency hopping 

Mouse  norminal voltage1 PCS 400mA internal battery  

Mouse norminal current       13MA 

Mouse tracking system Red light 

Resulotion    800/1200/1600dpi  adjustale 

USB portLowest request 1.1 version 

Wireless  distance：8-12M（normal situation） 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 




